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Abstract-Rapid penetration of internet-enabled白 llularphon郎町ewitn凶 sedin worldwide. lt opens 
comple飽lynew business opportunity. However， the methodology to understand how the cellular phone lnternet 
changes the electronic commerce business is sti1l premature. There are two challenges to cope with the rapidly 
growing new mobile commerce market. One is how we can capture the mobile commerce specific 
characteristics. The other is how we can ∞pe wi出 therapid changes in白isfield. This pap町 pre詑 nts由e
difficulties in e-mobile business analysis. Then， the methodology to understand the e-mobile business based on 
an economic geographic analysis is proposed. The ca民 studiesare performed to analyze the economic 
geographic feat町飴 ofmobile commerce business. They show the service-specific charact町 isticsof mobile 
commercea∞ep刷 cein Japan合oma viewpoint of economic geographic analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T凶 dramatic changes now occu町ing in 
internet-empowered information appliances have the 

potential to change由ePC・bas“internetbusiness and 
people's every dafs lives as much as the frrst workstation 

based brow関 rdid in出epast. The flfst decade of Internet 

was dominated by workstations and personal computers. A 

growing number of information appliances， like cellular 

phon回， personal digital assistants (PDAs)， game consoles 

set-top-box回 (STB)app伺 rwi出 Internetcapabilities. The 

dominance of information applianc偲 ispredicted by many 

market r白 earchers.Information appliances have a wide 

variety of operating systems and application interfaces. 

The widely a∞epted usage of information appliances has 

now v，町ylittle doubt. However，曲ea∞ep刷 ceof the 

S町vicesin出eseapplianc儲 willbet highly 1ikely different 
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合omthose of PC Intemet. It is a αitical issue曲athow we 

canωpture the each diverse user behavior patterns in this 
newly emerging computer communication domains. 

Mobile Int町 netcan cover a wide spectrum of Internet 

usage. However， in出ispaper. we call the Intemet users who 
access the Internet using micro-browsers on a cellular phone 

handset錨 mobilelntemet users. It is not so accurate， 
however， it is natural to focus on the handset based users 

considering the significance of cellular phone based users in 

the Internet users who have mobile characteristics. 

This pap町 explores由eissues in mobile e-commerce 

加 alysis.An methodology b凶吋 oneconomic geographic 

appr倒 chis proposed. The case studies are pr邸 entedto 

outline the preliminary results合om由ismethodology to 
capture the characteristics of r伺 1world mobile e-commerce. 

11. ISSUES IN MOBILE INTERNET USERS 

Only one or two y，伺rsago， the mobile Internet use was 
just a dream. People did not agree that a small display on a 

mobile handset can help people actively access to出e

Internet. In addition. people could not s民 thatmost people 

will endure曲einput pains using just ten keys on a handset. 

The e-commerce world has恥endrastiωlIy changing 
these days. In Japan， the number of the people acc白 sing由e

Internet合ommobile hand記 tsalm凶 tequals to that of the 
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PC lnternet access. There are about 39 million active mobile 

handset based lnternet users in Japan at the end of June.2001. 

lt is白 timatedthat由enumber' of mobile handset Int町net

Users will reach 50 mi11ion by the end of ye町 2001.The 

widely accep怯duse of Compact NetFront™, a HTML 

subset-based Intぽnetaligned solution for a micro-browser on 
a cellular phone handset is one of the keys of mobile Internet 

growth in Japan. 
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Fig.l Mobile Internet Users in Japan (in mi1lion) 

The mobile Internet is a significant portion of the Internet 

in Japan. lt naturally leads to the questions like fol1owings.: 

. Are the mobile Internet users similar to由ePC

1nternet users"? 

. If the mobile lnternet users are different. in what 
aspects they町edifferent from the PC 1nt町net

users? 

Any attempts to capture the mobile Internet users 

encounter the challenge血atthe mobile Internet users' 
behavior is so dynamic and volatile. 

III. PRELlMlNARY FINDINGS OFMOBILE INTERNET SPECIFIC 
USER BEHAVIOR 

The rapid growth of mobile Internet users started in 1999 
in Japan. The growth was too fast to establish any systematic 

approach to analyze the mobile Internet users. The users 

grew and the nature of a group of mobile Int町net'users 
continued to change. It penetrated into由emajority of 

Japanese in an amazing speed. 
This year 2001 finally wItnesses the slowdown of the 

mobile 1nternet penetration. The user increase per month is 

below 2 miUion these days. By the end of this year，出e

mobile Internet users will reach 50 million. more than 80% 

of the cellular phone users in Japan. Now it is ready to 

capture the in胞r白 tingbehavior for this new emerged market 

segment. 

Is the mobile Internet di首erentfrom PC Internet? 
lt is definitely yes. The display size is signi自cantlysmall 

compared to that of陀

Our pre1imin町 yobservation was made on several i-mode 
services in Japan. I-mode is the most popular lnternet aCcess 

service from mobile handsets using Compact HTML， a 

subset of HTML. Its share in Japanese market is 

approximately 60%. 

From the initial observation， the user share in 

metropolitan areas was significant. Tokyo， Kanagawa， 
Saitama， Chiba. an ar回 within50 km fぬmthe center of 

Tokyo∞cupied about 40% of the users. 

Is it the common nature of the mobile 1nternet? Or it 

depends on the diffusion stages， e.g. the early adopters are 

me位opoli阻nresidents， but gradually the e仔ectof early 

adoption will vanish? 

In addition， a new question arises that it is just a 

me町opoli阻n and non-metropolitan or any area-specific 

characteristics are observable. 

From the early observation， we think the mobile Internet 
users are typical metropolitan u民 rsat least in the early 

stage. 
The metropoli回narea occupancy ratio in two services is 

measur吋 ina preliminary study， as pr回 entedin Fig. 2. 

There are 47 .prefectur回 inJapan. The 6 prefectures in 3 

major metropolitan areas (Tokyo， 0鈍 ka，Aichi， Saitama， 
Kanagawa， Chiba) include 38% ofthe Japanese population. 

ln Service. A，出eratio is about the same a~ the population 

ratio. In Service B.出eratio is much higher. and it shows 
that the service B is more me甘opoli踊n・centricservice. The 

service A is a commercial services listed in the mobile 

carrier service dir即 torywhich is easily accessible企omthe 

handsets. The service B is one which is not listed on the 

carrier service and operated by an independent compay 
without any assistance仕omthe carrier. 
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Fig.2. Ratio of 3 MajorMetropolitan Areas 

ln the p邸 t，出町eis no quantitative res儲 rchavailable 

about the distribution of mobile Internet users. 

The user ratioin major metropolitan areas was high in山e

past Internet serVIces. When the .network game service 

emerged in the middle of 1990s， the ratio wasabout half of 
the total commercial users in a preliminary study. The 

dominant factor of the dominance was not c1ear at that time 
because the market segment of network game users was so 
f∞used on young male metropolitan users. Therefore， the 

general evaluation ofthe factors was not clear. 
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IV. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHIC ANAL YSIS 

This study is motivaled 合omthe initial observations in 
which major mobile Internet servic田 havea high ratio of 
metropolitan users. Tokyo， the biggest metropolitan area 
belongs to出eKanto region. The differen印 betweenthe 
north Kanto area distant to Tokyo and the south Kanto area 
adjacent to Tokyo is c1伺r.
It leads to the economic geographic analysis based on the 
region and relative metropolitan nature in由atregion. Japan 
has multiple regions and each region has a region-central 
area. 
Based on the preliminary study，出ispaper tries to capture 
and compare the user distribution density in region base. 
Kanto， the Tokyo-surrounding area is treated di百erently.
Tokyo， South-Kanto(adjacent to Tokyo)， North-Kanto町e
treated in a separa也 manner.In each other region， the 
prefect町 ewhich has the region-central city is separately 
an叫戸edto identify the difference. 
It means that出iseconomic geographic analysis is based on 

the following assumption: 

• Japan has a three-layer geographic structure to 
adopt an advance service 

• The first layer is Tokyo 

. The second layer consists of Tokyo-adjacent area 
and each region's central area 

• The third layer consists of each region ex印 ptthe 
second layer regions 

From this a路umption，曲eanalysis is done by the prefecture 
groups depicted in Fig. 3. 

a)Tokyo 

b)Sou血Kanto(Kanaga闘.SllIlama. Chiba) 
c) Nonh Kanω(Toclligi. GUllmll.lbarald) 

d) Tokai (Shizu位a.Guu)

c)Mcu可IOIi白目T位温i(Aichi) 。Kω悩nclSu(Yamanashi. Nagano， N副μla.Toylllllll. 
Ishib明.民蜘i)

B) Mclropolltan Kinlci (0錨泊3

11) Kinki (K卯10.Ship. Mie. NllrII. WWYIlllll， Hyogo) 
1) Mettopoli出。lugoku(J世間himll)

j)Chugo加 (Yamaguchi.Shimanc. Toltori. Okayama) 

k)αlikoku (Eh!me. Kagawa. Tokushima. Kodtl) 

m)McU司IOlilanK卯shu(Fukuoka) 

n)K卯shu(Saga. Nl8uaki. Kunwnolo. Kagoshima. 
Miya.zald， αla.Okina'明}

白)MclropOUtan Tohoku (Miyagi) 

p)Toh日加 (AomDri.Akita. YlI!llag&ta. FI曲 Isltima.IW81e) 

n) Hokbido 

Fig.3. Economic Geographic Classification 

To compare出edi仔erenceamong regions， it is calculated 
whether each region has morelless us町 sper population in a 
statistic significant manner. The Z-values in prefecture 
groups are calculated for comparison. 
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Fig 4. Z value calculation 

Ng is the total population of Japan. Na is the population of 
each area. Pa is出euser ratio in each町 ea.Pg is the user 
ratio in Japan. 
The Z value is used to verify whether the sample value is 
within the random error range. When we consider the sign 
oflhe (Pa ・Pg)，we can verify whether it is larger or smaller 
in the statistic viewpoint. 
When (Pa -Pg) is positive and more than +1.96， we can say 
that the ratio is statistically larger then the total average with 
the confiden切 leveI97.5%.When (Pa ・Pg)is negati ve and 
less than ・1.96，we can say that the ratio is statistically 
smaller than the total average with the confidence level 
97.5%. 

V. CASE STUDlES 

There are four i-mode services available for case studies. The 
case study results is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Z values with sign in 4 services 

The case studies were performed on the 4 di百erents町 vic回.

Some services provide the feature for a user to register出e
residential紅白 postalcode. From the user input. the us町s'
r白 identialareas are estimated. It should be noted that a user 
may input a false post code. 
Service C requires a user to input a postal code to send a 
commerce catalog. The user area estimation is made仕om
this catalog mailing logs. 

• Service A: car inforrnation service 
• Servi田 B:Web mail service 
• Service C: Commerce catalog request service 
• Service D: Computer news information service 

• All services are i-mode services. 
At the time of the analysis 

• Service A: 8 months old 
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• Service B: 10 months oId 
• Servi回 C:15 months old 

• Service D: 7 months old 
The usage pat胞rnin Service A is shown in Fig. 5. The b1ack 
area shows the areas where the usage is statistical1y larger 
than the tota1 average. The gray area shows the areas where 
the usage is statistically smaller than the total average. This 
notation is also applicable to Figs. 6・8.

Fig.5 Geographic Usage Patterns in S町viceA
with some region sp回 ificdistribution pattenrs 

It should be noted that the near the Tokyo metropolitan area 
is the most active紅白.Some of the rural areas are inactive 
areas where the usage is statistically lower出anthe total 
average. 
Service B's gωgraphic usage pattern is shown in Fig. 6. It 
should be noted出atthe two of major metropolitan areas， 
Tokyo metropo1itan 町伺 σokyo， Saitama， Kanagawa， 
Chiba) and Nagoya metropolitan ar，伺 (Aichi)are positi ve. 
The Kinki areas including Osaka are not statistically 
di百erent合omthe total average. AlI other rural町 凶sexcept 
Tohoku are statisticaI1y smaller than the total average. 

Service C's geographic usage pattern is shown in Fig.7. It 
should be noted that the areas n儲 rto Tokyo are the high 
usage ar帥 andthe Osaka area is the low usage ar伺.

However， most of the areas are not positive1y di町erentfrom 
the total average. This is the relatively flat usage pattern. 

Service D's geographic usage pat旬rnis depicted in Fig. 8. 
It should be noted that the Tokyo and South Kanto町伺，

which are near to Tokyo me位opoli凶nar凶 arethe areas 
where usage is statistically larger than the total average in all 
four services. Hokkaido and Kyushu， two remote ar凶 s，show 
出atthe usage is lower than the total av町 agein three out of 
four舘 rvices.
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Fig 6. Geographic Usage Pat低rnsin S町viceB
with high centralization in Tokyo metoropli阻n紅白S

Fig 7. G閃 graphicUsage Patterns in Service C 
with relatively uniform geographic distr・ibutionpatterns 

Fig 8. Geographic Usage Patterns in Service D 
with some metropolitan-biased distribution pattenrs 



Th.ese four services are classified with the two rnajor 
patterns: 

• Metropolitan centralized usage pattern (as shown in Fig. 
5，6 and 8) 

・日atusage pattern (as shown in Fig. 7) 
The白turernobile comm町cemay emerge using both 
patterns， but it needs further studies to analyze the usage 
pattern transitions for successful mobile comme陀e.

VI. CORRELATlON ANALYSIS AMONG REGlONS AND SERIVCES 

Each geographic area has different population. To normalize 
it. the author focus回 onthe relative user ratio per head count 
(RUR). RUR is 1.00 when the user ratio equals the tota1 user 
ratio. Using this RURs in four i-mode services， the author 
made the principal factor ana1ysis. Using the major two 
principal factors， the sixteen areas are categorized as shown 
in Fig. 9. The X and Y axis町'ethe largest factors to explain 
the ∞rrelations among geographic regions. The first 
principal factぽ showsthe usage of service B and service D， 
the two major services出atmetropoli阻n町eapeople prefer. 
The second principal factor shows the negative usage of 
servI回 C.Service C is generally not area-specific service 
that covers the most of the areas. 

service A. In the former clustering， the service C is unique 
for its flat usage over the geographic areas. In the latter 
clustering， the service A is unique for its irregular 
geographic usage pattern. In other words， the service A has a 
clear geographic dependency embedded in the nature of the 
services. The implications仕omthe clustering are for further 
studies. 
It is an interesting topic. However， we don't have any 
significant clues how the mobile Internet use will em町ge.
There could be two di百erentapproaches. The early-adopter 
centric approach can fi∞us the most acti ve users to penetrate 
into the mobile Internet market. On the contrary，由eflat 
usage may be the ideal state for the mobiIe Internet. In the 
latter sense， the metropolitan biased situation is just a 
transition phenomenon. It is an interesting research topic 
how we can distinguish these two pene位ationstrategies 
considering the user behavior and the nature of the services. 

Fig.l0丹incipalAnalysis using correlations of the per head 
count user ratio among the four記rvi白 S

VII. EV ALUATIONS 

A. Findings 

There is a significant diversity in the use of Internet. 
Especially， early adaptors are metropolitan訂伺 residents.In 

Fig 9. Principal Analysis Using correlations of the per head size of 40 million active mobile Internet users， there is an 
use ratio among the sixteen geographic areas apparent tendency that me町opoli阻n訂回 userstend to use 

mobile Internet more actively. There are some big cities in 
The service classification using the principal factor analysis 伺 chregion. However， the major cen町叫 prefi即佃resdo not 
is shown in Fig. 10. The four services are classified using show the significant di町eren回 comparedto the surrounding 
two categories. The x-axis is gen町allyexplained by the regional areas. The main contrast of the use is depic胞d
positive use of Tolcyo and South K剖1to，Japanese major betw悶 1the four major prefi印刷resσokyo，Kanagawa. 
metropolitan urban ar回 s，and negative use of Koshinetsu， Saitama， and Chiba) and others. Osaka is the central 
Fukuoka and Kyushu. The y-axis is generally explained by commercial 紅白 inwest Japan， however， the analysis shows 
the positive use ofOsaka and Hokkaido and the negative use the initial finding that the Tokyo metropolitan訂 eashows 
of South Kanto. The first factor seems generally dominated the c1ear advantage over the other areas. 
by the urban factor. The second factor needs further In addition， the economic geographic study shows the 
investigation. Consid町 ingthe general tendency of u関 r preliminary r回ultto compare different mobile services using 
concentration in metropolitan areas in mobile Internet，出ere the correlations of per head user ratio in regions. 
could be two clustering methods found in Fig. 10 that shows 
the similarities of services calculated仕omcorrelations of per 
head user ratio. The one is (a) service A， B， and D， and (b) 
service C.百leother is (a) service B， C， and D， and (b) 
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B. Limitations 

Th is is a preliminary study曲attries to cover the various 
mobile Internet service factors in a consistent manner. The 
limitation comes from the following three issues: 

• Fairness of the evaluation 
• Accuracy of the geographic estimation 
・De戸ndencyof the carrier 
. Lack of the survey of the control factors 
• Lack of Iinks to general geographic economic 

theories 

First， the services observed in the case studies have 
differences in service characteristics， the fairness of the 
comp訂 isonshould be tested in a further study. Each service 
has di能 rentexposure to the mobile users. At this point， 
there is no measure which factor dominates the gωgraphic 
factor of the user distribution. There are several points to be 
investigated in 出e further studies. There are some 
di百erencesin the services in the case studies. 
Theyare: 
・chargefor the service， 
• conventions for registration system， 
・dir配 toryIisting. 

One service is a ch町gedservice. A monthly fee is about 3 
dol1ars. All other services are仕'eeservices. Two services are 
listed in the telecom directory. The other two services are 
so-called unofficial田rvic凶 thatare not on the凶 πier
directory. These factors should be for further studies. 
Second， each service has a different method to estimate the 
user' s location. It influenc白血ea∞uracy of the user's 
geographic distribution. 
One service mandates a post剖 code input for your 
registration. Without regis回 tion，a user cannot use the 
service. The other two service mandates a pos回1∞deinput 
for additional premium service. There is no charge for the 
premium part， however， a user can Iive without a post code 
input when one does not use the premium part. The other 
service lacks the registration system. Each time a user 
requ回 tsa service (a catalog mail request)， one inputs a post 
al code. 
Third， the case study depends on the particular carrier 

comp町 isons' can improve the services or marketing 
抑制egiesis for further studies. The geographic distribution 
comp訂 isonsmay suggest more implications to the mobile 
Internet diffusion or other theories to understand the social 
proce岱 in the wireless Internet. These in-depth 
considerations are for further studies. 
In addition. this is a preliminary case study， therefore the 
continuous follow-up analysis should be done to verify the 
stability of the analysis. 

VIll. CONCLUSIONS 

The economic geographic analysis of mobile Internet use 
reveals several important findings. In any servic回， the 
Tokyo metropolitan areas show the significant more users 
than other areas. Each service has a di仔町enteconomic 
geographical usage pattern. Our preliminary analysis shows 
the two measures about the mobile Internet analysis from the 
economic geographical approach: one is the degree of 
concentration in metropolitan ar伺 s，the other is出edegr館
。fdiversity ofuse among geographic areas. 
Japan is a leading mobile Int白羽etcountry and it is expected 
that the oth町 countrieswil1 fol1ow in 5 y，伺rs.In some of the 
mobile Internet standardization， it plays a leading 
role[1J[2J[3][4]. It gives a plenty of keys to analyze how the 
commerce and marketing are characterized in the mobile 
Internet. However， there are not many research how the 
mobile Internet grows in time and space metrics. This study 
gives a prelimin町yanalysis to study the mobile Internet in a 
special spectrum. 百lefurther studies will include (a) 
comparison to Internet usage， (b) in-depth studi回 onthe 
factors to influence mobile Internet usage， and (c) the 
long-term an叫ysisof mobile Internet adoption. 
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